
Guidelines for Annotating Description of Mathematical Expression 

This guideline explains the steps used to identify description of mathematical expression. The main consideration of the 

description identification is limited to the definition of expression. In other words, other descriptions of a mathematical 

expression, such as characteristic and property, will be ignored. Syntactically, definition is natural language text in form 

noun phrase. There is high possibility that a math expression will has more than one definition and a definition will 

define more than one math expression. 

The mathematical expression is symbolized in MATH_{PaperNumber}_{MathID} format. In this condition, the 

mathematical expression will always be considered as noun although there is situation that the expression should be 

considered as other POS, like cardinal number. Therefore, there is exact value reading of the expression in this 

annotation process. 

By (Zinn, 2004): 

It is commonplace for a mathematician to review, extend, or redefine his/her language within a complex 

mathematical argument or tractatus. In the case of redefinition, the previous meaning of a word or symbol is 

overridden or shadowed, or the word or symbol is overloaded with a set of meanings. In addition, the symbol and 

word definitions mirror the hierarchical structure of the concepts they denote in a mathematical theory. 

The annotation is performed by detecting the math expressions at first. These expressions will be classified as MATH or 

MATH-GROUP event. At default, every math expression will be annotated as MATH event. MATH-GROUP event will be 

applied to a combination of math expression and natural language text. Both events have several binary attributes that 

can be set by annotator. 

Attributes of Events Explanation 

proposition Normal sentence. 
assumption The definition is an assumption made by author (let, suppose, assume, if). 
conditional The truth of the definition depends on condition(s). 

 

A definition or part of the definition of math expressions is annotated as entity Span. MATH or MATH-GROUP event will 

be connected to the Span entity. This relationship between event and Span entity can be viewed as argument of event. 

There are several possible arguments that can be assigned to the Span entity. 

Arguments of Events 
(all are Span) 

Explanation 

Definition The completest definition (in continuous definition) 
The first part of complete definition (in fragmented definition) 

C-Definition The next part of fragmented definition after Definition argument 
ShortDefinition The short version of the definition. In most case, ShortDefinition is head noun phrase of 

Definition. 
However, we have to keep the idea that the ShortDefinition still must be meaningful. 

Condition If the truth of definition depends on a condition, annotate that condition by using 
Condition argument. 

 

We use definition-set term to represent a definition since a definition may be represented in 1 Definition argument and 

several ShortDefinition arguments. 

Important note that we have to remember is one event must represent only one definition-set. If there are more than 

one definition-set for a math expression, then annotate this math expression as event in same amount of times with 



number of definition-set it has. Thus, if there are 3 definition-set for a math expression, then we assign 3 MATH events 

for this math expression. 

Identification of definition is described in the following sections. 

1. Nearest Definition (Definition of Type) 

Nearest definition appears just before mathematical expression. This definition and expression together form a 

noun phrase with the expression as head noun. For example is definition identification of expression 

MATH_373_2010_914_1 (G = (G0,G1)) and MATH_373_2010_914_2 (G0): 

We extend friendship graphs to two-graphs, a two-graph being an ordered pair G=(G0,G1) of edge-disjoint 
graphs G0 and G1 on the same vertex-set V(G0)=V(G1) 

...being an ordered pair MATH_1 of edge-disjoint graphs MATH_2 and MATH_3 on the same vertex MATH_4 

 

Definition of MATH_1 is: “an ordered pair” (Definition and ShortDefinition), “of edge-disjoint graphs MATH_2 

and MATH_3 on the same vertex set MATH_4” (C-Definition). 

Definition of MATH_2 is: “edge-disjoint graphs” (Definition). 

 

Definition of MATH_1 is an example of fragmented definition. Since fragmented definition is hard to detect, it 

will be wiser if we also assign first part (“an ordered pair”) of this definition as ShortDefinition. However, we still 

have to keep in mind that this ShortDefinition is meaningful enough. 

 

2. Definition using Definitor 

Sentences describing a math expression consist of three parts: definiendum (math), definiens (meaning), and 

definitor (relator verb). 

a. Definiendum – Definitor – Definiens 

In this format, math expression appears first and is followed by definitor and the definition. The 

definitor can be a variety of verb, such as is, are, and represents. 

For example is definition of MATH_373_2010_914_18 (I) where the definitor used is ‘is’: 

…, and I is the identity n×n matrix. 
…, and MATH_18 is the identity MATH_19 matrix. 

Definition of the MATH_18 is “the identity MATH_19 matrix” (Definition). 

By symmetry, we may assume that wx is a 1-edge, … 

By symmetry, we may assume that MATH_544 is a 1-edge, … 
Definition of the MATH_544 is “1-edge” (Definition). 

 

b. Definiens  – Definitor – Definiendum 

This format is reverse of the previous one. The definition appears first and is followed by definitor and 

math expressions. For example is definition of MATH_373_2010_924_66 (A): 

The adjacency matrix of Γ will be denoted by A 

The adjacency matrix of MATH_65 will be denoted by MATH_66. 

MATH_66 is defined as “The adjacency matrix of MATH_65” (Definition). We can shorten this definition 

as “The adjacency matrix” (ShortDefinition) and this is still true and meaningful. 

 

 

 



c. Equal Relation of Expression and Definition 

In this case, math expression and definition is connected not by a verb. For example is definition of 

MATH_373_2010_914_56 ((1,7,2)), MATH_373_2010_924_32 (math equation), and 

MATH_373_2010_924_33 (subset definition). 

…has 7 vertices and exactly (7
2
) = 21 bicolored 2-paths, namely: (1,7,2), (1,2,3),… 

…has 7 vertices and exactly MATH_55 bicolored 2-paths, namely: MATH_56, MATH_57,… 

In this example, span “bicolored 2-paths” will become definition for several math expressions 

(MATH_56, MATH_57,…). 

 

d. Shared Definition 

When several math expressions connected with conjunction (and, or, comma) are inside the same noun 

phrase, it means that the definition of the expressions is shared by them. For example is definition of 

MATH_373_2010_914_2 (G0), MATH_373_2010_914_3 (G1): 

….an ordered pair MATH_373_2010_914_1 of edge-disjoint graphs MATH_373_2010_914_2 and 
MATH_373_2010_914_3… 

Span “edge-disjoint graphs” is definition for both MATH_373_2010_914_2 and 

MATH_373_2010_914_3. 

 

3. Fragmented Definition 

In some occasion, there is possibility that a definition for math expression appear in two parts separated by a 

conjunction. 

For example is the definition for MATH_27: 

with MATH_27 and MATH_28 respectively the radial and angular resolutions 

Definition for MATH_27 can be assigned as follows: 

Definition: the radial 

C-Definition: resolutions 

ShortDefinition: resolutions 

 

Definition for MATH_28 can be assigned as follows: 

Definition: angular resolutions 

 

4. Definition in Different Sentence 

In the sentence containing the definition, math expression is represented as demonstrative pronoun or 

determiner. If this pronoun or determiner is considered as the mathematical expression, annotator can do the 

annotation using the above methods. 

For example is definition for MATH_43: 

We denote by MATH_43 the curve in MATH_44 given by the equation MATH_45 In characteristic three this 
curve is a non-singular elliptic curve if MATH_46. 

Explanation: 

1st definition set the curve in MATH_44 (Definition) 

2nd definition set the equation MATH_45 (Definition) 
3rd definition set (in different sentence) 
 Detected by looking at 1st definition. 

MATH_43 is a curve, so “this curve” 
represents MATH_43. 

a non-singular elliptic curve (Definition) 
MATH_46 (Condition) 



Since there are 3 definition-set, we assign 3 events to the MATH_43 and each event represents its own 

definition-set. The third definition-set will have attribute “conditional” set as true since the truth of the 

definition depends on “MATH_46”. 

 

5. Another Consideration 

a. Definition vs Non-definition 

Sometimes, it is not easy to identify whether a phrase is a definition of math expression or not. A phrase 

that seems to be a definition can be not a definition, but a property of math expression. One thing that 

must be remembered is “definition must be a noun phrase”. 

Properties usually appear as lists and are sometimes preceded by constructs such as “... which satisfy 

the following properties: …”. Properties can also be represented by using adjective phrase. 

 

Several samples that show non-definition description are: 

 …so we may assume that MATH_88 is MATH_89-adjacent to a vertex MATH_90. 

 G is isomorphic to P3, 

 The set X is finite. 

However, this one example shows the correct definition although it does not seem to be a definition. 

 The coloring f is proper if no two adjacent edges are assigned the same color and vertex-

distinguishing proper coloring (abbreviated VDP-coloring) if it is proper and F(u)≠F(v) for any two 

distinct vertices u and v. 

There are two definition-sets for “f”. Both of the definition-sets are conditional. 

 

b. Conditional Sentence 

There are a lot of surface form of conditional sentence, like <if A, then B>, <A implies B>, <since A, B 

holds>, <if A, then B, where C>. 

In annotating the definition that exist in main clause of conditional sentence, we also annotate the 

conditional clause (if clause). However, we neglect the additional clauses, like C clause in <if A, then B, 

where C>. 

If MATH_549 then MATH_550 is a MATH_551-cycle 

Note: 
Value of MATH_549 is 𝑥 ∈ 𝑁0  
Value of MATH_550 is (u,x,v,w) 
Value of MATH_551 is (2 + 2) 

Definition-set of MATH_550: 
Definition: “a MATH_551-cycle” 
Condition: “MATH_549” 
In event MATH of MATH_550, we also set the attribute “conditional”. 

 

It is quite usual for conditionals to cross boundaries and these conditionals are called multi-sentential 

conditionals. However, for now we will make a limitation to annotate the conditional clause only when 

the conditional clause exists in the same sentence with the main clause. Example of multi-sentential 

conditional is 

 “Let Kn be edge-coloured with no monochromatic K1,s+1. Then [..definition exists here…]” 

 



Conditional sentence sometimes also use since and implies, but in this case there is no assumption 

made. In <since A, B holds> and <A implies B>, A already been shown in prior discourse. So, in this 

sentence we only take the definition in B and A separately and there is no need to bring in <assumption> 

tag. Examples are: 

 Since log log x ≤ n, we deduce that π(x) ≥ log logx. 

 

When becoming assumption for main clause, the inter-sentential conditional clause (if clause) also may 

contain math expression and its definition. In this case, we will set “assumption” attribute in this 

definition (inside the conditional clause). However, if the conditional clause does not act as the 

assumption for the main clause, do not set the “assumption” attribute in the definition (inside the 

conditional clause). For example: 

If (X,C) is a 4-cycle system of order n, then C=n(n-1)/8. 

If MATH_1 is a 4-cycle system of order MATH_2, then MATH_3. 
Definition of MATH_1: 
Definition: “a 4-cycle system of order n” 
ShortDefinition: “a 4 cycle system” 
Set the attribute “assumption” in the MATH event 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c. MATH-GROUP 

In some case, we also need annotate math expression together with natural language text 

surrounding/following it as one event. The truth of the definition will be more proven if there is 

additional information regarding the math expression included in the MATH-GROUP event. however, 

when this additional information is removed from MATH-GROUP and we change the event to be MATH, 

the definition still same and must be still same. The reason is the natural language texts inside the 

MATH-GROUP only give more information to the math expression, so its existence will not change the 

prior definition of the math expression. The example is MATH_P05-1033_21. 

 

For example, a hierarchical phrase pair that might help with the above example is: MATH_P05-
1033_21 where MATH_P05-1033_22 and MATH_P05-1033_23 are placeholders for subphrases. 

MATH_P05-1033_21 can be viewed as MATH event, so we annotate like this: 
Event: MATH  MATH_P05-1033_21 
Definition: a hierarchical phrase pair that might help with the above example 
ShortDefinition: a hierarchical phrase pair 
 
“MATH_P05-1033_21 where MATH_P05-1033_22 and MATH_P05-1033_23 are placeholders for 
subphrases” will give more information towards MATH_P05-1033_21 and the prior definition 
will be more explained. Thus we do annotation: 
Event: MATH-GROUP “MATH_P05-1033_21 where MATH_P05-1033_22 and MATH_P05-
1033_23 are placeholders for subphrases” 
Definition: a hierarchical phrase pair that might help with the above example 

Since (X,C) is a 4-cycle system of order n, then C=n(n-1)/8. 

Since MATH_1 is a 4-cycle system of order MATH_2, then MATH_3. 

Definition of MATH_1: 
Definition: “a 4-cycle system of order n” 
ShortDefinition: “a 4 cycle system” 
DO NOT set the attribute “assumption” since the whole statement is not a conditional statement, but 
causative. 



ShortDefinition: a hierarchical phrase pair 
 
In short, MATH_P05-1033_21 is included in 2 events (1 event for MATH and 1 event for 
MATH_GROUP). 

 

d. Uncertain Definition 

…the number of random permutations equal to 100 (i.e., MATH_P05-1077_135) 

Notes:  
MATH_P05-1077_135  q=1000 

At first, it seems that definition of MATH_P05-1077_135 is “the number of random 
permutations equal to 100”. However, although there is information inside that definition, this 
kind of definition is not exactly the definition we want to annotate. 
When facing this situation (uncertain definition), we can keep annotate that definition as usual 
definition and add notes “Description” to the corresponding MATH event since this definition is 
more seems to be a description. Then we annotate: 
Event: MATH  MATH_P05-1077_135 
Definition: the number of random permutations equal to 100 
Note on event: Description 
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